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This is our 21st year developing software for the
multi-restaurant delivery industry! What started as
a small, DOS-based application (which is still being
used by one service!) has grown into the most advanced system of its kind. I am proud to announce
that over the next few months, we will introduce
some of the biggest and best innovations yet.
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The long-awaited mobile-ready Power Flash Website is now
ready! Using the latest web-design protocols and techniques, this
version of the website will automatically adjust itself to whatever
device the customer is using.
But this is just a prelude to our biggest project: Power Flash
Cloud. This new application will take Power Flash to the next
level. The entire user interface is being rewritten using the latest
Microsoft .NET, MVC and Razor technologies. The new system
will be completely web-based, and can be run from any webbrowser any where! It will utilize the new website code styling
that was released this month. (Some of the back-end setup
screens will require at least a tablet-sized screen).
Unlike the transition from DOS to Windows a dozen years ago,
this new system is based on the existing database structure, and
uses the same business logic from the current Power Flash system. This means that there will be a much shorter learning
curve, and much faster development time. (Many of the changes
we have made to the system over the past year have been in anticipation of this new system). While Power Flash Cloud is designed to be hosted by us, larger services who want to host their
own will still have that option.
We are also proud to announce the new Power Flash Driver App.
This app, for android phones, takes assisted dispatching to the
next level. The app will automatically update your system with
the driver’s exact location every 30 seconds. It will automatically
record when the driver arrives at the restaurant, when he leaves,
and when he gets to the customer’s location. All the driver has to
do is mark the order complete, and can even enter a tip adjustment if needed.
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Gift Card Enhancements
The Power Flash Gift Cards were originally deigned to look like your standard credit-card-sized gift
cards with the number and a brief message printed on the card. However, many customers wanted
to add a much longer message than would fit on the gift card. Adding to the problem was the fact
that many RDS’s designed custom gift cards that had no room for any information at all!
The new mobile-website, as well as the Power Flash application itself, have a new gift card system.
On both the website screens and the gift card emails, none of the gift card information is printed on
the gift card graphic itself. Instead, it is printed outside the graphic, allowing room for much longer
messages. And when designing your gift card templates, you no longer have to worry about leaving
any blank space on the card itself!
The actual functionality of the Gift Card system remains the same.

Power Flash Mobile Website
Ready Now!
The mobile version of the Power Flash website
is now ready. The new website incorporates a
“responsive” design, which allows the site to
automatically adapt itself for whatever device
your customer is using, from a desktop to a tablet to a smart phone! There is no need for a
separate “m.website.com” site! One site does it
all.
All of the website features are available to every
user, even if they have a smart phone! This includes Group Ordering, take out ordering, gift
cards, reward programs, account maintenance,
and more! In order to accommodate the smart
phones smaller sizes, the layouts will change as
the screen size deceases, and some of the extraneous information and graphics will not be
shown. This keeps the smart phone screens
clean and easy to read, without ever having to
“zoom” in!
By having a single, responsive site rather than
multiple sites (www.yoursite.com and
m.yoursite.com) will also help you with your
search engine rankings, because all of the traffic directed to your site has a single address.

Upgrading Your Website
Because the underlying architecture of the site has been changed use the new responsive protocols,
the upgrade will require some changes to your home page and the custom header and footer files
that we setup for each Power Flash user. Please call us at (888) 578-9428 to schedule a time to upgrade your site. There is no charge for any changes we need to make to the custom files we originally setup for you.
However, if other people have designed pages or made changes to your site, these pages will
probably have to be rewritten to use the newer technology. If you have had outside graphic designers working on your site, please call us for a quote to convert these pages for you.

Sample Menu page as viewed from a Desktop

The same menu page as seen on a smart-phone

Power Flash Driver App
Our new Power Flash Driver App for Android phones allows you to track your drivers in real-time.
When you assign a driver to an order, it is automatically sent to their phone within 30 seconds. All
they have to do is click "Accept Order" to acknowledge that they have seen the order and are on
their way.
The Power Flash Driver App will automatically clock your drivers in when they start work, and clock
them out when they stop working. It will automatically record when they arrive at the restaurant,
when they leave the restaurant, and when they arrive at the customer's location. All they have to do
when they are done with the order is click "Order Complete". And if they forget to do that, the system will do it for them!

If a customer adds a tip to the order at the time of delivery, the driver can click on the "Add Tip" button, enter the new tip, and the Power Flash Driver App will automatically update the order in your
system. There is also a "Summary" button that the driver can click that will give him a quick summary of all orders he has delivered and the total he should have collected.
Finally, your dispatcher can click the new "Map" button on the dispatch screen, and see the exact
location of every driver using the Power Flash Driver App!
To use the new Power Flash Driver Apps, all you need is to be running Power Flash version 6500 or
higher. No other software is required.

The Power Flash Driver App is available now, and we have made the licensing as economical as possible.
Rather than charging a license fee for each driver who installs the app, you only need enough licenses to
cover the drivers who are actually working at the same time. So if you have 20 drivers with Android phones,
but there are never more than 5 working at any one time, you only need 5 Driver App licenses! There is no
limit to the number of drivers that can install the Power Flash Driver App; just a limit to the number that can
clock in at the same time.

Note: We will be introducing a Driver App for the iPhone within the few next months. That App will be included under the Driver App licenses above without any extra fees.
If you host the Power Flash System on your own
server, the Power Flash Driver App is priced as
follows:

If we host the Power Flash System for you on our
servers, the Power Flash Driver App is priced as
an add-on to your monthly bill:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

5 Driver App License Package - $495
10 Driver App License Package - $950
30 Driver App License Package - $2500
50 Driver App License Package - $3500

You can add additional license packages
of any quantity at any time.

Up to 5 simultaneous drivers - $50/Month
Up to 10 simultaneous drivers - $100/Month
Up to 25 simultaneous drivers - $200/Month
Up to 50 simultaneous drivers - $300/Month
Every additional 5 drivers
over 50 is only $5 / Month

We will be introducing Power Flash Cloud later this year. Power Flash Cloud takes the Power Flash
system to the next level. Both the Website and Back End system have been completed redesigned
to take advantage of the latest technologies and techniques.

The Website
The entire site will automatically recognize whatever kind of device or browser your customer is using, and
adjust itself for that device, whether it is a mobile phone, tablet, or desktop. The site is completely mobilefriendly, and we did it without having to create a separate "m." site! This not only makes your site easier to
use, but is better for search engine rankings as well!
Speaking of Search Engine Rankings, the new site takes full advantage of every possible technique to improve its ranking. Detailed "Meta" tags are included on each page. Every page is indexable, and has a unique
name. (No more "PF8_Orderpage.asp?RestaurantID=xxx"). With our Basic SEO Services, you can also create individual landing pages for each city or area where you deliver.

Faster Servers
We host the Power Flash System on our servers for most of our clients. Up until now, the servers have resided in our local offices. The new Power Flash Cloud system will reside on Amazon's EC Servers, the same
servers that are used to run Amazon, NetFlix, and many other major websites. Multiple redundancies, incredible security, and blazing-fast Internet Speeds give our new system performance like you have never
seen before. (A recent speed test showed a connection speed of almost 100mb per second! That's 65 times
the speed of a T-1, and 130 times the speed of a DSL!)
By utilizing the power of Amazon's Cloud Servers, you eliminate the need to maintain your own servers, pay
for fax lines, system upgrades, and data backups. All this is taken care of for you! You don't even have to
have a dedicated IP address at your office anymore.

Pricing
The Power Flash Cloud system will be economically priced on a per-order basis, with orders as low as 25
cents each! That price includes support, order faxing and emailing, automatic data backup, and upgrades to
the system as they are released. If you are currently hosting your own system, there is no charge to move
your data and set up your company on the new cloud servers.
But if you are hosting your own Power Flash System, and want to continue that way, we can install the Power
Flash Cloud system on your own servers if you want. There are no per-order charges when you host the system on your own servers.

The Power Flash Back End
Power Flash Cloud is completely Web-Based. You no longer have to install or upgrade individual workstations. You can access the back-end from any web browser anywhere! You can access the system from remote offices and your home as easy as you can from the office.
All of the functionality that was previously available inside the old Power Flash application will now be available on-line. While we endeavored to keep the same look and feel to the system, many of the screens have
been streamlined and should be easier to use.
The new system will retain all of the internal security settings, allowing you to control exactly which employees have access to each individual function in the system.
Many of the Reports have been rewritten, and all reports can now be exported to Excel, or can be saved as a
PDF. Remote printing is much easier since the system is now browser-based.

Major New Features
Power Flash Cloud will introduce many new features. We have listened to requests from many services over
the past couple of years, and taken those requests into account when adding these new features. Here are
just a few:
•

•

Real-Time Credit Card authorizations. Credit card authorizations are obtained at the time the order is saved, while
the customer is still on the phone or on-line. The customer
will not receive an order confirmation if a card is declined;
they will be informed, and given the opportunity to enter a
different card or payment method.
Enhanced Gift Card System. The Gift Card system has
been enhanced. You can create larger gift card images,
and the message now prints outside the image, leaving a
lot more room for personalized messages. You can also
customize both the email messages sent to the purchaser
and the recipient. (Many of these enhanced were also
added to the current version of Power Flash that was just
released this month!)

•

Pharm Rep Scheduling. Medical Facilities will be able to
schedule their own meals. For each day of the month, they
can pick a lunch meal and/or a dinner meal. They can make
it as easy as selecting a desired cuisine, or they can enter
an order just like a Group Order. Here is the neat part:
They can specify what Pharm Rep they want to use, or they
can maintain of list of "approved" Pharm Reps that will be
allowed, or they can place an open order. Pharm Reps can
then view a list of medical facilities that desire to have lunch
or dinner delivered, and they can select the orders which
they want to pay for. This is an entirely new way for doctors
and Pharm reps to get together. Of course, Pharm Reps
can still book their own appointments and place their own
orders as well.

•

Ad-Hoc reporting services. In addition to the standard
Power Flash Cloud reports, you can create your own reports using Active Reports Designer.

Power Flash Cloud System Changes
The new Power Flash Cloud System supports most of
the features of the old Power Flash System, with a couple of exceptions.
Internal Fax Modems will no longer be supported. All
faxing is now done through one of two Internet Faxing
Systems. This eliminates the need to maintain your
own fax lines and modems, and we have found that the
Internet Faxing services are quicker and more reliable.
We purposely integrated with two different systems to
provide even more redundancy should one fail!
IC Verify will no longer be supported. All credit card
authorizations are handled from within the Power Flash
Cloud system directly with the merchant provider's
gateway. Power Flash Cloud integrates with Heartland
Payment Systems, Bluepay Systems, Authorize.NET, XCharge, and Trans-National systems. If you are using a
different provider, let us know; we may be able to
setup an integration with them as well.

Power Flash Licensing Changes
The use of Power Flash is governed by several licensing restrictions. As we have grown over the
years, we have found that one size does NOT fit all. Some services desire major features that
others do not. However, all of the core functionality to operate a delivery service is included in
the basic Power Flash license.
Since 1992, every system has been licensed to an RDS for use in a specific geographic area for
use on a specific number of workstations. The system enforced the workstation limit, but did
not enforce the geographic restrictions.
Effective with release 6500, we have removed the workstation license restrictions. You
can now use Power Flash on as many workstations as you need without purchasing additional
Power Flash licenses. Use of the Power Flash system is now restricted solely by the geographic
area to which you were licensed. Power Flash now enforces the geographic restrictions by limiting orders to customers whose zip codes are included in your geographic area.
Prior to release 6500, a Geographic Area was officially limited to one county, or an area with a
population of 500,000 people or less, although we enlarged areas for several customers. The
invoice you received when you purchased your Power Flash System will designate your geographic area if we enlarged it for you.
Beginning with release 6500, we have increased the base size of an area to include not
only the main county, but all contiguous surrounding counties as well. The population restrictions have also been removed.
Note: This new policy will in no way reduce the area in which you were previously licensed. If your license specified a larger geographic area, the area indicated on your Power
Flash License Invoice will always control.
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